
Zodiac Sign and Crystal Suggestions 
Which crystals engage and enhance  

my personal energy the most… 

Which crystals help define and  
elevate my personal vibration… 

Connect with your inner self. Become in touch. More in touch than ever before. 
Follow your heart, your intuition-the guided path for your soul. Use crystals to 
help awaken your soul and to bring you closer to Enlightenment. By opening 
your energetic channels and supporting the discovery of your true soul being, 

you are able to reach this point, or as some Buddhists believe, have the ability to 
reach it and choose to teach others. Namaste




Sign: Aries



Crystal: Apache Tears


Meaning 
This stone is used for psychic protection.

This is also a fantastic stone to use to heal 
yourself through grief or emotional distress. 
Also, these stones are made to help ground 
you. They are made even more powerful when 
you work with high vibrational stones and 
crystals in tandem.





Sign: Taurus



Crystal: Jade


Meaning 
This stone is especially good for bringing in a 
sweet, light, gentle energy, and as believed in 
the Chinese culture, is used for luck. It is 
known for its luck because of the purifying 
element to it, and its ability to support healing 
and self soothe.





Sign: Gemini



Crystal: Ametrine


Meaning 
This crystal is extremely potent in its own 
magical way. This stone brings a sacred 
connection between the physical and 
spiritual realms, as it is a combination 
between Amethyst and Citrine. It is also a 
great stone for helping to balance and 
harmonize energies between the masculine 
and feminine.




Sign: Cancer



Crystal: Moonstone


Meaning 
This stone lives up to its name. Like the 
moon, moonstone brings phases of new.

This stone is great to have anywhere, but an 
office or place of business especially. This 
stone constantly brings in inner strength and 
growth, soothes emotions, and enhances 
intuition.





Sign: Leo



Crystal: Carnelian


Meaning 
This stone is powerful and well built for such 
a fiery sign. This stone brings out courage, 
motivation, endurance and leadership. 
Incredibly great for a cleansing and 
freshening up as well because of its relation 
to the Quartz family. 





Sign: Virgo



Crystal: Sapphire


Meaning 
This stone is known as holy, royal, and of 
bringing wisdom. Because of its celestial 
hues, it is thought to bring spiritual insight, 
good fortune, protection, and prophecies. 
This stone is incredibly powerful and has a 
unique, divine magic of its own.




Sign: Libra



Crystal: Morganite


Meaning 
This stone brings universal love and is a great 
conduit to connecting to high vibrations. This 
stone is also used to attract and maintain 
healthy love. This stone can also be used to 
activate, enhance, and cleanse.





Sign: Scorpio


Crystal: Citrine


Meaning 
This stone supports manifestation, 
imaginations, divine connections, and 
intuition. This stone helps to provide clarity by 
carrying warm, energized, and comforting 
energy. This stone carries significant potential 
because of its ability to help stimulate self 
cleansing, as well as enhance vibrational 
connections to aligning energies. 




Sign: Sagittarius



Crystal: Turquoise


Meaning 
This stone is used for protecting and 
harnessing strength— the will to pursue.

This stone embodies energy of wisdom, 
passion, and justice, as well as providing a 
soothing and calm atmosphere of its own. 
This stone, I find, is most enhanced when 
placed at the front end of the house.




Sign: Capricorn



Crystal: Malachite


Meaning 
This stone is great for balance, harmony, and 
intention. This stone is perfect for supporting 
the intention and energy of a transformation. 
It can also be used to bring positivity to the 
mind, as well as cleansing energy.


 

Sign: Aquarius 
 
Crystal: Garnet 

Meaning 
This stone is deeply spiritual and very divinely 
connections. This stone is used for 
abundance and prosperity, as well as 
awakening ideas within us and sparking 
creative energy. This stone brings a sacred 
humbleness about it, nurturing others and 
supporting gratitude and thankfulness. 





Sign: Pisces



Crystal: Kunzite


Meaning 
This stone is wonderful for bringing in joyful 
energy and pure energy. This stone supports 
in anything needing a bit of fresh, as well as 
supporting the openness of emotions and 
connecting heart to mind. This stimulates the 
healing process and aids in clearing 
blockages and clarifying paths.


